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Abstract

As part of a multi-laboratory research initiative on high

Q0 niobium cavities for LCLS-II and other future CW SRF

accelerators, Cornell has conducted an extensive research

program during the last two years on impurity-doping of

niobium cavities and related material characterization. Here

we give an overview of these activities, and present results

from single-cell studies, from vertical performance testing of

nitrogen-doped nine-cell cavities, and from cryomodule test-

ing of nitrogen-doped nine-cell cavities. We show that 2K

quality factors at 16 MV/m well above the nominal LCLS-II

specification of 2.7 × 1010 can be reached reliably by ni-

trogen doping of the RF penetration layer. We demonstrate

that the nitrogen furnace pressure is not a critical param-

eter in the doping process. We show that higher nitrogen

doping levels generally result in reduced quench fields, with

substantial variations in the quench field between cavities

treated similarly. We propose that this can be explained by

the reduced lower critical field Hc1 in N-doped cavities and

the typical variation in the occurrence of defects on a cavity

surface. We report on the results from five cryomodule tests

of nitrogen-doped 9-cell cavities, and show that fast cool-

down with helium mass flow rates above 2 g/s is reliable in

expelling ambient magnetic fields, and that no significant

change in performance occurs when a nitrogen-doped cavity

is installed in a cryomodule with auxiliary components.

INTRODUCTION

Future CW operated large scale SRF linacs rely on the

availability of very high efficiency SRF cavities, i.e. cavi-

ties with high intrinsic quality factors Q0 at operating tem-

perature (typically 1.8K to 2K) and operating accelerat-

ing fields (typically 15 to 20 MV/m). A prime example

is LCLS-II, a CW SRF driven FEL to be constructed at

SLAC, calling for nominal SRF nine-cell operating parame-

ters of Eacc =16 MV/m and Q0 of 2.7 × 1010 at 2K. [1]

For many years now Cornell has been working on high ef-

ficiency niobium SRF cavities, initially as part of develop-

ing the technology for the Cornell Energy-Recovery-Linac

(ERL), resulting in a proof-of-principle operation of a seven-

cell 1.3 GHz cavity in a test cryomodule with unprecedented

high 2K Q0 of 3.5 × 1010. [2] Motivated partly by such

promising results, and partly by the recent demonstration

that high temperature diffusion of small amounts of foreign
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atoms into the niobium rf surface can yield a dramatically

reduced BCS surface resistance [3,4], the LCLS-II project

was adopted to employ high Q0 SRF cavities. A collabo-

rative effort between FNAL, JLab, and Cornell University

was established in order to support the rapid development of

procedures to minimize the LCLS-II cryogenic heat load by

maximizing the Q0 of nine-cell 1.3 GHz cavities for use in

the LCLS-II linac. [5–7] The collaboration decided early on

to focus on high temperature diffusion of nitrogen impurities

into the niobium cavity wall as the technical route to increas-

ingQ0 in the LCLS-II cavities, a process discovered at FNAL

to lower cryogenic loads by ≈50%. [3] The nitrogen doping

process has the advantage of requiring only small changes to

the standard cavity treatment process, but still needed to be

fully developed and demonstrated on multi-cell cavities, in-

cluding on cavities in cryomodule environments at the time

the LCLS-II highQ0 collaboration was formed. In this paper

we give an updated overview of Cornell’s contributions to

this development process.

SINGLE-CELL N-DOPING STUDIES

As part of developing the nitrogen-doping protocol for the

LCSL-II cavities, Cornell performed two dedicated studies

on single-cell 1.3 GHz cavities. The goal was to explore

optimal parameters, demonstrate robustness of the process

in meeting specifications, study the impact of environmental

factors and the cool-down process on cavity performance,

and to improve understanding of the underlaying processes

resulting in reduced BCS resistance, but also reduced maxi-

mum fields. The cavity treatment parameters used in these

two studies were as follows:

A 20 min N-doping at 800◦C, follow by 30 min anneal

in vacuum at 800◦C ("20N30" process), followed by

different final vertical electropolishing (VEP) amounts.

This process was applied to 5 single-cell cavities. The

2K performance results of the cavities in vertical test

are shown in Fig. 1. [8] The average quench field of

these 5 cavities is 27 MV/m, and the average Q0 is

3.6 × 1010 at 2K and 16 MV/m.

B 20 min N-doping at 900◦C, follow by 30 min anneal in

vacuum at 900◦C, followed by alternating vertical elec-

tropolishing (VEP) and vertical performance testing.

This heavy doping ("over-doing") process was applied

to one single-cell cavity to study the impact of heavy

N-doping, especially reducing the quench field. The
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Figure 1: 2K Q0 vs. Eacc performance of five N-doped

1.3 GHz single cell cavities using a 800◦C "20N30" doping

recipe with different final VEP amounts. [8]

Figure 2: 2K Q0 vs. Eacc performance of one N-doped 1.3

GHz single cell cavities using a 900◦C "over-doping" recipe

with different final VEP amounts. [9]

2K performance results of the cavities in vertical test

are summarized in Fig. 2. [9]

The 800◦C "20N30" process was found to reliably exceeded

the LCLS-II specifications for a wide range of final VEP

surface removal, relaxing tolerances on the optimal final re-

moval amount, and allowing for additional surface chemistry

if initial performance testing would indicate so. This process

was therefore subsequently applied to nine-cell cavities as

summarized in the next section. [8,10] Higher doping levels

(smaller final VEP amounts in the first study) resulted in

generally higher 2K Q0 values at 16 MV/m, with a substan-

tial variation in maximum accelerating fields.

Figure 3 shows nitrogen pressure in the high temperature

furnace during a typical 20 min N-doping run. There is a sig-

nificant variation in the nitrogen pressure during the doping

process due to nitrogen gas injection and nitrogen uptake by

the cavity, Nevertheless, the nitrogen uptake by the niobium

cavity (i.e. the nitrogen pressure drop in the furnace) follows

a
√
t time dependence, as predicted by a simple diffusion

model, and does not directly depend on the nitrogen pressure

during the doping process. This demonstrates that the nitro-
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Figure 3: Top: Typical furnace nitrogen pressure during

one of the 800◦C "20N30" single-cell doping runs. Bot-

tom: Predicted nitrogen pressure drop in the UHV furnace

from a simple diffusion model compared with the measured

pressure drop extracted from the graph shown above. The

pressure drop follows the expected
√
t dependence, which

shows that nitrogen uptake is not directly dependent on the

nitrogen pressure. [9]

gen pressure is not a critical parameter in the doping process,

making it a robust process depending only on temperature

and time, which can be easily controlled.

Nitrogen-doped cavities show a greatly increased sensitiv-

ity to increased residual resistance due to trapped magnetic

flux. [11,12] Detailed studies on the cavities doped as part of

the two studies discussed here showed that the lower mean

free path (MFP) of the RF penetration layer of the N-doped

cavities is responsible for this undesirable effect, but also

demonstrated that this effect can be mitigated by very fast

cool down with large spatial temperature gradients. Large

spatial temperature gradients result in reduced trapping of

ambient magnetic field, and therefore help minimize the

increase in residual resistance by trapped flux. [13–15]

The N-doped single cell cavities showed a remarkable vari-

ation in quench field, with highest values similar to those of

non-doped single-cell cavities, but low values well below

typical quench fields of non-doped cavities. Figure 4 shows

the maximum fields achieved in the N-doped single cell cav-

ities for both the 800◦C and 900◦C recipes as function of

the mean free path of the RF penetration layer and as func-

tion of the the final VEP amount. This data suggests that a

minimum of several µm must be removed from the surface,

especially after the 900◦C doping, to achieve higher quench

fields, likely because of the formation of NbN on the surface

during the doping process [16]. The NbN formed during this

process has very poor superconducting performance, and

will go normal-conducting at modest fields, ultimately caus-

ing quench. It is further noteworthy that the doping process

reduces the lower critical field Hc1 by about 30% relative to
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Figure 4: Top: Dependence of the lower critical field Hc1

of niobium on mean free path (MFP) and measured quench

fields of N-doped single-cell 1.3 GHz cavities vs. surface

layer MFP extracted from surface impedance measurements.

Bottom: Measured quench fields of N-doped single-cell

1.3 GHz cavities vs. final VEP amount after N-doping.

non-doped cavity grade niobium by reducing the mean free

path (see Fig. 4), making N-doped cavities more susceptible

to early flux entry at fields well below the ultimate limit

set by the superheating field Hsh (which does only weakly

decrease with reduced MFP) if defective areas are present

on the cavity surface. Depending on the defects present on a

cavity surface, N-doped cavities should then be expected to

quench at maximum surface fields somewhere between Hc1

and Hsh , as is indeed observed after sufficient final VEP to

remove all NbN, as shown in Fig 4. Pulsed operation of a

N-doped cavity confirmed that the quench field is in fact

limited by a defect. [9]

The observed field dependency of the temperature dependent

part of the surface resistance in nitrogen doped cavities can

be well described by assuming a field dependent effective

energy gap as shown in Fig. 5. [17] This is in agreement with

recent theoretical work, suggesting that the density of states

can have a significant dependence on surface fields. [18]

MULTICELL N-DOPED CAVITY

PERFORMANCE

Five bare nine-cell 1.3 GHz cavities were nitrogen doped

and vertically tested at Cornell. Figure 6 summarizes their

measured 2K performances. The average quench field and

average Q0 exceed the nominal LCLS-II cavity performance

specifications, demonstrating that the doping protocol orig-

inally developed on single-cell cavities was successfully

transferred to multi-cell cavities. For details on the nine-

cell cavity performances, refer to [10]. In the following we
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Figure 5: Top: Temperature dependent part of the measured

surface resistance of a N-doped single-cell 1.3 GHz cavity vs.

Eacc at different temperatures. Solid lines show calculated

resistances based on BCS theory, assuming a field dependent

effective energy gap as shown in the bottom graph, and

using measured low field values for the remaining parameters

(critical temperature, MFP). [17] Bottom: Effective field

dependent energy gap vs. Eacc extracted from measured

surface resistances shown in the top graph.

Figure 6: Best 2K Q0 vs. Eacc performance of 5 bare nine-

cell cavities N-doped and vertically tested at Cornell. Also

shown is the LCLS-II nominal accelerating field andQ0 spec-

ification. Cavities TB9AES018, TB9AES022, TB9AES023,

and TB9AES029 received a 800◦C "20N30" doping, while

TB9AES029 was doped using a 800◦C "6N6" recipe. Aver-

age quench field: 18 MV/m. Average Q0: 3.0 × 1010. [10]

will restrict our discussion to the performances of two of

the nine-cell cavities (TB9AES030 and TB9AES022), as

these highlight important characteristics of quench fields in

nitrogen doped cavities.

Cavity TB9AES030 was initially tested after N-doping

using the "20N30" recipe, and subsequently retested after a

surface reset and a "6N6" doping, resulting in a lower doping

level. Figure 7 shows the 2K performances from these two
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Figure 7: Top: 2K Q0 vs. Eacc performance of nine-cell

cavity TB9AES030 after initial "20N30" doping with 26 µm

final VEP and after "6N6" doping with 14 µm final VEP

following a 40 µm surface reset to remove the initial doping.

Bottom: Simulated nitrogen concentration vs. depth into the

material for the two 800◦C doping recipes. The two stars

make the simulated concentration levels at the surface after

the corresponding final VEP.

tests in addition to simulated nitrogen concentration profiles

for the two doping protocols. While the quality factors (and

BCS surface resistances) are very similar for the two doping

treatments, there is a clear increase in the quench field for

the thinner and lower (after final VEP) concentration level

"6N6" doping. This increase in maximum field can be at-

tributed to either the higher Hc1 due to the lower doping

level, or to the thinner doping layer, which has very poor

thermal conductivity due to its low RRR of the order of 10,

or to a combination of both effects.

Cavity TB9AES030 was tested prior to doping to obtain a

baseline performance, and then again after a short 800◦C

"2N2" N-doping. Figure 8 compares the 2K performances

from these two tests, showing a ≈30% reduction in quench

field after the doping. Temperature mapping was used dur-

ing both test to determine quench location, and it was found

that in both cases, the cavity quench was triggered by ex-

actly the same location in the high magnetic field region

of one of the cells. Subsequent optical inspection of the

quench location showed a large protuberance, which will

cause significant magnetic field enhancement, and thus can

cause quench. The observed 30% reduction in quench field

corresponds well to the ≈30% reduction in Hc1 by the nitro-

gen doping, supporting the conclusion that the lower quench

field in nitrogen doped cavities is indeed a consequence of

earlier flux entry at defects in doped cavities due to a reduced

lower critical field. This is further supported by the fact that

nitrogen doped nine-cell cavities on average show a 30%
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Figure 8: 2K Q0 vs. Eacc performance of nine-cell cav-

ity TB9AES022 before doping (baseline) and after 800◦C

"2N2" N-doping. In both tests, quench was caused by the

same surface protuberance shown in the insert on the top

right.
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Figure 9: Top: Measured residual surface resistance of a

"20N30" N-doped nine-cell cavity in the Cornell HTC vs.

vertical temperature gradient over the cavity when starting to

transition from the normal-conducting to the superconduct-

ing state. Shown are two cases: without applied DC mag-

netic field at the cavity location (< 5 mG ambient magnetic

field) and with 20 mG applied DC magnetic field, produced

by a solenoid wrapped around the outside of the cavity. [15]

Bottom: Measured residual surface resistance of a "20N30"

N-doped nine-cell cavity in the Cornell HTC vs. horizontal

temperature gradient over the cavity when transitioning from

the normal-conducting to the superconducting state.

to 40% (depending on doping level) lower average quench

field [7] than the non-doped EXFEL cavities. [19]
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Table 1: Comparison of the measured 2K Q0 performance (at 16 MV/m or maximum field) of dressed N-doped 9-cell

cavities in vertical (VT) performance test (tested at FNAL) and in the Cornell HTC, and corresponding change in surface

resistance

HTC test Cavity ID Q0 in VT Q0 in HTC ∆RVT→HTC [nΩ]

HTC9-1 TB9ACC012 (3.5 ± 0.4) × 1010 (3.2 ± 0.3) × 1010 1 ± 2

HTC9-2 TB9AES011 (3.4 ± 0.3) × 1010 (2.7 ± 0.3) × 1010 2 ± 2

HTC9-3 TB9AES018 (2.2 ± 0.3) × 1010 (2.2 ± 0.2) × 1010 0 ± 2

CRYOMODULE TESTING OF N-DOPED

CAVITIES

The Cornell Horizontal-Test-Cryomodule (HTC) is a one-

cavity cryomodule dedicated to testing high Q0 SRF cavities

in CW operation under realistic cryomodule conditions. [2]

The cross-section of the HTC very closely resembles that

of the planned LCLS-II cryomodules, and therefore allows

performance testing of the nitrogen doped cavities under

highly representative of conditions, i.e. operationally realis-

tic cryogenic, vacuum, RF, and mechanical interfaces. Five

tests of nitrogen doped cavities were preformed in the HTC

as part of the LCLS-II high Q0 R&D program.

The first two HTC tests of nitrogen doped cavities not only

were the first cryomodule tests of nitrogen doped cavities

meeting LCLS-II specifications, but also highlighted im-

portant differences in the cool-down of cavities in the ver-

tical and horizontal orientation, and in the importance of

thermo-electric current induced magnetic fields. [20] Verti-

cal temperature gradients over the cavity during fast cool-

down are essential to minimize trapping of ambient mag-

netic fields and resulting increase in residual resistance, see

Fig. 9 (top). Helium flow rates of >2 g/s were needed for

efficient magnetic field expulsion by vertical temperature

gradients. [15] However, horizontal temperature gradients

during cool-down will generate thermo-electric currents,

which can generate significant magnetic fields of tens of mG.

In the horizontal cavity orientation, the vertical temperature

gradients in addition to the horizontal gradients will then

lead to a non-axial-symmetric current flow through the cav-

ity, with magnetic fields at the RF penetration layer. Part

of these fields will be trapped, even in fast cool-down, and

result in increased residual resistance as is shown in Fig. 9

(bottom). Protocols and parameters for fast cavity cool-down

in a cryomodule were developed, with large (10 to 30K) verti-

cal temperature gradients for efficient and reliable expulsion

of ambient magnetic field and small horizontal temperature

gradients (< 10K) to keep the impact of thermal-electric

currents on Rres small. [15, 20–22]

The HTC tests of the nitrogen doped cavities showed no

significant change in performance when the cavities were

installed in the cryomodule, compared to the performance

of the dressed cavities (cavity welded into a helium vessel)

in vertical test dewars; see Fig. 10 and Table 1. No signif-

icant increase in the 2K cryogenic load or degradation in

the cavity performance was observed after installation of

the high power RF input coupler in the 4th HTC test. [15].
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Figure 10: 2K Q0 vs. Eacc performances of three dressed

N-doped nine-cell cavities in vertical test at FNAL and in

horizontal test in the Cornell HTC. [22]

A short (due to a cavity fabrication error) and multipacting

in one of the HOM antennas during the 5th HTC test of

a fully equipped nitrogen-doped cavity prevented reaching

fields above 10 MV/m and caused significant heating, but

still allowed for important frequency tuner, microphonics,

and cavity frequency control studies. [23]
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